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Abstract How quickly do workers and ﬁrms learn about job match quality? To answer this question, I estimate a discrete dynamic job choice model in which people are uncertain about match quality. Filtering out wage data over time provides information about match quality. Good matches last and are rewarded (high wages), bad matches are terminated. Technically speaking, my worker is a Bayesian updater or Kalman ﬁlterer. At the beginning of each period match quality is uncertain, the worker only has an updated posterior distribution of match quality available. The distance between true match quality and perceived match quality decreases at rate λ. I estimate and simulate my model using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. Learning about match quality happens fast: I ﬁnd that each year of work experience reduces the gap between true match quality and perceived match quality by 46% in blue–collar jobs and by 37% in white–collar jobs. JEL Classification: J24, J31, J62 Keywords: occupational choice, dynamic programming, Bayesian learning ∗
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Introduction



In job matching models a worker and his ﬁrm learn if they are a good match for each other. How quickly do they learn about match quality? Although matching models in labor economics have been around since at least Jovanovic (1979) there exists no convincing answer to the question. A useful method to address the question is discrete choice dynamic programming. In dynamic programming models, a worker understands that his current period job choice aﬀects his set of future choices. For example, if he decides not to work at all it means that he is foregoing work experience. But every year of work experience is rewarded by ﬁrms, and so by choosing not to work, the worker puts himself on a lower wage trajectory. It is the rationality of individuals regarding their trade–oﬀs with the future that makes dynamic programming models useful for studying learning about match quality. The worker understands that he and his ﬁrm need to learn about their match, and learning is part of the worker’s decision. Empirically speaking, match quality can be ﬁltered out of wage data over time. Good matches last and are rewarded (high wages), bad matches are terminated. Technically speaking, my worker is a Bayesian updater or Kalman filterer. At the beginning of each period match quality is uncertain, the worker only has an updated posterior distribution of match quality available. The worker knows that it takes some time to learn about match quality. To be precise, the distance between true match quality and perceived match quality decreases at rate λ. My paper makes four contributions to the literature. First, I develop a job matching model in an applied dynamic programming context. People are uncertain about the quality of a match. A worker receives, at the end of each period, a noisy measurement of his productivity. Productivity depends on exogenous observables, job match, and a technology shock. The job match is not fully observed by the worker. However, receiving a productivity measurement is partially revealing about the quality of the match. This is the basis of a prior distribution that the worker forms about his match. Over time,
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after obtaining several such measurements, the he can ﬁlter out an increasingly precise estimate of the match. Second, I estimate the model using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. I exploit the fact that workers in my model are Bayesian learners: They have available a history of productivity measurements and use the Kalman ﬁlter to update their believes regarding the job match. The main complication in the maximum likelihood estimation is that the econometrician does not observe the productivity measurements. I present a feasible estimation strategy by linking (unobserved) productivity measurements to (observed) wages. I modify the standard textbook Kalman ﬁlter to account for this dependence between unobserved and observed variables. Third, based on the coeﬃcient estimates, I simulate my model in order to validate its predictive accuracy. I compare the model’s out–of–sample predictions to actual data from the Current Population Survey. I ﬁnd that my model exhibits excellent within–sample and out–of–sample performance. My model predicts well the fraction of workers, at a given age, who work in a blue–collar job, a white–collar job, attend school, or engage in home production. Fourth, I compute various counterfactual simulations. In order to determine the eﬀect of job matching on workers’ choices, I compare a baseline simulation in which people are subject to match uncertainty to a counterfactual simulation in which people are assumed to know their match perfectly. I ﬁnd that job persistence decreases because of uncertainty. The probability of switching occupations doubles from about 20% to 40% if workers are uncertain about their match. This result is consistent with the idea that uncertainty leads people to make job choices they otherwise would not have made. Workers whose match deviates too much from their prior distribution ﬁnd it optimal to change jobs as soon as they observe the ﬁrst productivity measurements. In the case of the counterfactual simulation, the prior distribution reﬂects a person’s match perfectly. Job transitions due to an unexpected job match shock are hence not possible. In a diﬀerent set of counterfactual simulations I study the speed of the learning process. Whenever a worker gains one more year of work experience he receives a new productivity
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measurement that is used to update his own beliefs about his job match. In the simulation it is possible to compare workers’ beliefs about their job match to the actual ones. I ﬁnd that after the ﬁrst year of work experience, people are able to reduce the gap between what they believe their job match to be and their true job match by 46% in blue–collar jobs and by 37% in white–collar jobs. There is also the possibility of cross–occupational learning. If a person works in a blue–collar job they can reduce their match error for white–collar jobs by 29%, while from white–collar to blue–collar the learning rate is 30%. There is a recent sequence of labor economics papers that study employer learning. Farber and Gibbons (1996), Altonji and Pierret (2001), and Lange (2007) all examine how ﬁrms make hiring decisions in the presence of incomplete information about the productivity of job applicants. The initial employment is hence based on an available set of signals, most importantly schooling. Over time, as employers observe the employee’s job performance, the true productivity type (or more accurately: a more reliable estimate of the true productivity type) of the employee is revealed. Since the wage is based on expected productivity in their models, over time the wage should reﬂect the true productivity of the worker better. The importance of the initial signal, schooling, decreases over time. This paper is technically similar to Lange’s in that both papers model learning as a Kalman ﬁlter. Ideas involving learning about job match and expectation updating lend themselves naturally to dynamic analysis. Dynamic occupational choice models have been pioneered in the empirical literature by Keane and Wolpin (1994, 1997). Their early paper suggests a computationally eﬃcient algorithm that is able to overcome the notorious curse of dimensionality that is inherent to dynamic models. In the later paper they estimate a dynamic occupational choice model where workers select between ﬁve occupations: schooling, blue– collar work, white–collar work, home production, and military service. Dynamic models explicitly model schooling as an endogenous choice variable, and every decision for any occupation aﬀects the expected present value lifetime income.
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Old Introduction



At the beginning of their careers individuals are uncertain about their occupation–speciﬁc abilities. Job choices are hence based on imperfect information. Surprisingly, starting with Roy’s (1953) seminal paper, the labor literature studies occupational choice based on the assumption that individuals know their job–speciﬁc abilities perfectly.1 In this paper, I assume instead that people have imperfect self–perception, i.e., they do not know their occupation–speciﬁc abilities exactly and that they will learn about their abilities over time. Understanding occupational choice is important because individuals’ job decisions aﬀect the distribution of income and also directly impact social welfare. From the viewpoint of a policy maker, it is not optimal when a person chooses a job in which he has little ability.2 Policy interventions such as job–counseling in high–school aim at increasing individuals’ self–perceptions, thus enabling them to make more informed occupational choices. This paper studies by how much individuals’ occupational choices are inﬂuenced by imperfect self–perception. In doing so I address the question of whether the existing policies are suﬃcient or need to be augmented.
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The Model



This section develops a dynamic occupation choice model in which individuals possess incomplete information about their own ability types. Ability, however, is an important component of job productivity, which, in turn, determines the wage. Each job choice aﬀects the person’s expected present value of his lifetime income stream. 1 A notable exception are matching models. Heckman and Honor´e (1990) give an overview of papers that apply and estimate the Roy model. 2 The Roy (1953) model provides the main intuition for this argument.
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3.1



Dynamic Optimization Framework



Each individual faces a ﬁnite, discrete time horizon, t = 1, . . . , T , and in each period has the choice among K alternatives, or occupations, that pay time and choice dependent income (or reward) Rkt where k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. In period t, the current period, the reward is known to the individual. However, the future reward stream, Rkt+1 , . . . , RkT , is not known for certain and thus treated as random. The alternatives are mutually exclusive and exhaust the conceivable choice space. This standard dynamic choice setup is based on Keane and Wolpin (1994). A risk neutral individual periodically maximizes his expected present value lifetime income



E



 T  t=1



φt−1







 dkt Rkt | St ,



∀k



where φ is the discount factor, dkt is the indicator function that equals one if an individual chooses occupation k in period t and zero otherwise, St abbreviates the state–space, i.e., the available information set at time t. It includes variables that explain income (e.g., years of schooling, experience) and also the probability distribution that is underlying the expectation.3 The optimization problem for every individual is to choose, at each point in time, the best occupation in the sense k ∗ := argmax∀k E



 T 



φt−1







t=1



 dkt Rkt | St ,



∀k



where it is convenient to deﬁne the period t value function as



V (St ) := max∀k E



 T  t=1



φt−1







 dktRkt | St .



∀k



3 In this subsection, it suﬃces to interpret St as a generic information set available to an individual at the time of decision making. The next subsection explains in detail the speciﬁc composition of St .
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Note that income is a function of the state–space. To make the dependence of the lifetime income on the current period choice explicit, I deﬁne the following value function: Vk (St ) = Rkt + φE [V (St+1 ) | St , dkt = 1] ,



(3.1)



for t = 1, 2, . . . , T − 1, and for the ﬁnal period when t = T



VkT (ST ) := RkT . The value function can thus be expressed as



V (St ) = max∀k Vk (St ).



(3.2)



Equation (3.1) is the well–known Bellman (1957) equation and it makes explicit that a person’s choice of occupation k in period t aﬀects his lifetime income in two ways. First, he receives the immediate current period reward Rkt . Second, making his decision based on the current period state–space St , his choice for job k determines all future state–spaces to be conformable with that choice.



3.2



A T –Period, K–Choices Model



The central idea of this paper is that individuals are subject to imperfect self–perception. In the context of occupational choice, the notion of imperfect self–perception means that individuals do not exactly know their own job–speciﬁc abilities. This is especially true for people at the beginning of their work–lives when they have little or no job experience. As they gain work experience they gradually learn about their productivity types. For example, at the beginning of his career, in the absence of any experience, an individual might only possess an initial belief about his abilities in diﬀerent occupations. This initial belief can be based on a number of observables (like education, sex, or test score) but it cannot be based on any experience variables. However, after working in a particular
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job for the ﬁrst time, the individual observes, to some degree, his task–related abilities and can hence update his initial belief accordingly. Based on that update he reconsiders his options in the next period when he can choose again among a set of occupations. With increasing experience this individual accumulates new observations regarding his occupation–speciﬁc abilities and in turn keep updating his initial beliefs. Eventually, he is able, in theory, to reﬁne his initial beliefs such that his updates reﬂect his true abilities. 3.2.1



A State–Space Representation of Productivity and Ability



Suppressing the individual subscript i, in each occupation the individual achieves productivity ykt, which depends on a list of exogenous observable variables xt , the person’s occupation–speciﬁc ability αk as well as an unobserved technology shock denoted by εkt . The productivity equations for a given person are then ykt = xt βk + αk + εkt



(3.3)



= y¯kt + εkt, for t = 1, 2, . . . , T , and k = 1, 2, . . . , K. Also, E[εkt , εkt ] = ωkk for all k, k  = 1, 2, . . . , K and no serial correlation, i.e., E[εkt , εkt ] = 0 for all k, k  = 1, 2, . . . , K, and t, t = 1, 2, . . . , T such that t = t . The term y¯kt is the part of productivity that is not contaminated by technology shocks. This formulation of productivity is standard, it ﬁnds its roots in Mincer’s (1974) inﬂuential work. The time–independent term αk can be interpreted as ‘innate’ ability, Griliches (1977) eloquently demonstrates the many diﬀerent ways to think about the term. Here, an individual’s occupation–speciﬁc ability is a draw from an initial distribution. It is then ﬁxed once and for all, in that sense it is ‘innate’ occupation–speciﬁc ability. In this paper, the paradigm of imperfect self–perception alters the way the productivity equation can be exploited for estimation. The crucial conceptual change is that individuals do not know their αk values. However, they can learn about it. When they work in occupation k in period t they observe the value for ykt at the end of the period. This
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observation represents a noisy measurement of y¯kt, it is contaminated by the unknown technology shock εkt . If individuals in addition are familiar with the distribution of εkt then, in principal, they are able to ﬁlter out over time what their ability precisely is. This is similar to Altonji and Pierret’s (2001) and Lange’s (2007) approaches.4 To complete the state–space model, a simple state equation for the ability term αk is proposed. While people do not know their job–speciﬁc abilities αk exactly, they have some broad idea about it. For example, a job market candidate in economics believes that he will not be a talented construction worker. To include this idea in the model, I assume that individuals possess expectations about their abilities in diﬀerent occupations. A person’s true ability ﬂuctuates around this observable conditional expectation, denoted μk . Then the occupation–speciﬁc ability term evolves according to the static state equation αk = μk + νk ,



(3.4)



where νk is a random heterogeneity component with E[νk , νk ] = σkk for all k = 1, 2, . . . , K and k  = 1, 2, . . . , K. Given μk , the realization of νk determines an individual’s location in the ability distribution. He can receive good or bad outcomes depending on the sign of νk . For the job market candidate who believes to be a bad construction worker the respective value for μk would be low. If he actually were to work in construction he might observe, to his surprise, that he actually is excellent at the job. This would imply that his νk draw must have been large and positive. Given the state equation, the productivity measurement in each period, ykt is now subject to two sources of noise. First, as conventional for productivity, a technology shock, εkt , and second an additional error term, νk , which enters from the dependence of ykt on αkt . If the additional assumption of normality of the error terms εkt and νk is imposed then individuals are able, as time progresses, to distinguish between the technology shock εkt and the ability shock νk . I assume that individuals know the variances and covariances of εkt and νk . Knowing the distribution (including its ﬁrst and second moments) is, in a 4



In their papers, productivity is measured with error. Over time, people learn about their productivity. Here, people observe productivity exactly and they use this to learn about their abilities.
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technical sense, the source of the learning process in this model. 3.2.2



Wage Determination



Countless papers use equation (3.3) as the starting point for ordinary least squares (assuming ability is known) or two–stage least squares estimation (assuming an instrument is available) of the returns to schooling. The variable ykt is then the logarithm of the wage and xt includes the years of education, experience, and possibly demographic variables such as race or sex. The standard assumption regarding ability αk is that it is known to the individual but unknown by the econometrician. This is the root of the endogeneity problem in this type of regression. The years of education are correlated with a person’s ability. If ability were observed by the econometrician without measurement error, then equation (3.3) would pose no methodological challenges, standard ordinary least squares would be suﬃcient.5 The treatment of the endogeneity problem here is diﬀerent from the approaches just described for two reasons. First, the newly introduced paradigm of imperfect self–perception leads to a diﬀerent behavioral interpretation of equation (3.3). I assume that not only the econometrician does not know αk but neither does the individual. Second, the individual optimizes within a dynamic framework in this paper. The years of education are explicitly modeled as an endogenous choice variable. This is standard in dynamic choice models. Moreover, although it is assumed that ability is unknown to the individual, the dynamic nature allows for the implementation of a learning process as part of the model. The timing of the wage determination process is crucial. Consider dividing each period in beginning and end. Beginning of Period 1 At the beginning of the period, an individual does not know his ability αk because of imperfect self–perception. Hence he does not know y¯k1 from equation (3.3) either. Moreover, before working in occupation k the individual also does not observe the technology 5



Card (2001) gives a recent comprehensive review of the endogeneity problem and its remedies.
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shock εk1. The productivity term yk1 is unobserved. How then is the wage determined? The wage cannot depend on productivity because it is unknown to the individual. Instead I assume, along the lines of Altonji and Pierret (2001) and Lange (2007), that wage is the conditional expectation of productivity. The wage determination equation for each occupation k is then yk1|S1 ] , wk1 := E [¯ where S1 is the available state–space at the beginning of period 1. Based on equations (3.3) and (3.4) it includes all exogenous variables, i.e., x1 and μk as well as stochastic components, namely the distributions underlying the error terms εk1 and νk . The state– space S1 is feasible and known to the individual and it is also suﬃcient for yk1. Letting α ˆ k1 := E [αk |S1 ], it follows from equation (3.3) that ˆ k1 . wk1 = x1 βk + E [αk |S1 ] = x1 βk + α



(3.5)



The variable α ˆ k1 is a generic placeholder for the conditional expectation of actual ability given the current state–space. The exact derivation of α ˆ k1 is subject of subsection (3.3). With the wage determined as explained, the individual can now choose an occupation among all K alternatives optimally. Given the dynamic programming framework, the individual considers the future consequences of his current period decision. His value function is V (S1 ) := maxk {w11 + φE [V (S2 )|S1 , d11 = 1] , w21 + φE [V (S2 )|S1 , d21 = 1] , . . . , wK1 + φE [V (S2 )|S1 , dK1 = 1]} ,



(3.6)



recall that φ is the discount factor and that dkt is an indicator function that takes on the value 1 of alternative k is chosen in period t and zero otherwise. The state–space in period 2 is called S2 , it depends on the state–space S1 and on the choice dk1 = 1 that is considered in period 1. The value function in the second period is denoted V (S2 ). At the 11



beginning of period 1, the choice dependent period 2 state–space is a stochastic object. To proceed, a few deﬁnitions are needed. Denote by kt∗ an individual’s optimal occupation choice in period t. Then, k1∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} is the argument that maximizes equation (3.6). Deﬁne the indicator function that belongs to the optimal choice in period t by dk∗ t .6 Hence, for period 1, dk∗ 1 = 1 and for all other k it is implied that dk1 = 0.7 The individual then works for one full period in occupation k1∗ . Last, let yk∗ t be the period t productivity of an individual in the optimal occupation. End of Period 1 If indeed the individual has chosen occupation k1∗ , then by the end of the ﬁrst period the individual receives a productivity measurement yk∗ 1 that is partially revealing about his true ability αk . Note that this holds for all k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}, not only for the chosen occupation k1∗ . The intuition for this is that experience in one job can be informative about productivities in other jobs as well. This is the case when abilities are correlated (positively or negatively) across jobs. For example, if a person is good in one occupation he will be good in occupations that require a similar set of skills. He will likely be bad in jobs that require completely diﬀerent skills. The individual is therefore able to update his initial ability expectation, α ˆ k1 for all possible values of k. The information that is available to him for this update consists of the state– space S1 , the knowledge of his actual choice dk∗ 1 , and the productivity measurement ˆ k2 := E [αk |S2 ], where S2 := {S1 , dk∗ 1 = 1, yk∗1 }. Again, the yk∗ 1 .8 He thus computes α derivation of α ˆ k2 is subject of subsection (3.3). Here it suﬃces to treat it as a generic term. 6



Strictly speaking, the indicator function is deﬁned as dk∗ t := dkt∗ t . Mathematically, the expression “for all other k” means {∀k : k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} \ k1∗ }. 8 Recall that S1 includes all initial exogenous variables, i.e., x1 and μ, as well as the information contained in the observation and state equations (3.3) and (3.4), and the distributions underlying all error terms involved. 7
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Beginning of Period 2 At the beginning of period 2 the individual has available a fresh ability update α ˆk2 , which is based on the state–space S2 . This update is used to calculate the wage. ˆ k2 , wk2 := E [yk2|S2 ] = x2 βk + α



(3.7)



The variable x2 might contain experience terms for all occupations. The inclusion of the indicator dk∗ 1 = 1 in the conditioning set serves the purpose that the individual increases the experience value for occupation k1∗ by one unit between the variables x1 and x2 . For all other occupations the variables x1 and x2 do not diﬀer in their experience terms. The value function at this stage is V (S2 ) := maxk {w12 + φE [V (S3 )|S2 , d12 = 1] , w22 + φE [V (S3 )|S2 , d22 = 1] , . . . , wK2 + φE [V (S3 )|S2 , dK2 = 1]} . All Other Periods The timing for all periods to follow is analogue to the sequence of events outlined above. At the beginning of the period an individual makes an optimal occupation choice. At the end of each period, a new productivity measurement becomes available. Then individuals use this information to get a reﬁned estimate α ˆkt of αk , which is always the expected value of the newest posterior distribution currently available. In each period, at the beginning, individuals use the most recently obtained ability update to compute the wage. A generic version for the period t wage equation in occupation k is ˆ kt , wkt := E [ykt |St−1 , dk∗ t−1 = 1, yk∗t−1 ] =: xt βk + α
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(3.8)



and the corresponding value function V (St ) := maxk {w1t + φE [V (St+1 )|St , d1t = 1] , w2t + φE [V (St+1 )|St , d2t = 1] , . . . , wKt + φE [V (St+1 )|St , dKt = 1]} .



(3.9)



Then the optimal job decision can be made by selecting the argument that maximizes the value function. The process ends in ﬁnite time when period T is reached. The exposition so far seems to neglect the role of the technology shocks in the model. The wage equation (3.8) appears free of any technology shock, which would imply that technology ﬂuctuations play no role in determining wages. This is misleading. The techˆ kt is the conditional expectation of actual nology shocks are hidden in α ˆ kt . Recall that α ability αkt given the current state–space St . The current state–space, however, contains a sequence of productivity measurements {ykτ }tτ =1 that contain technology shocks, as shown by equation (3.3).



3.3



A Bayesian State–Space Representation



The presentation of the model is not complete without deriving the ability updates α ˆ kt that are needed to compute the wages in equation (3.8). To that end, a Bayesian state– space representation of the model is helpful. The equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be written in terms of conditional distributions. Starting point are the distributions of the error terms εkt and νk . I assume that individuals know these distributions, including their variances and covariances. Let ε ∼ N[0, Ω] and ν ∼ N[0, Σ]. Then, for the observation equation (3.3), the conditional density of yt given the ability vector α is deﬁned as pot (yt | α) := N[βxt + α, Ω],



(3.10)
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 where yt := (y1t , y2t , . . . , yKt) , α := (α1 , α2 , . . . , αK ) , and β := (β1 , β2 , . . . , βK ). Note



that the technology shocks are serially uncorrelated. For the state equation (3.4) the density of α conditional on μ is given by ps (α|μ) := N[μ, Σ],



(3.11)



where μ := (μ1 , μ2 , . . . , μK ) . This distribution is the initial prior distribution of α (given μ). The joint distribution of yt conditional on xt and μ follows as pt (yt |xt , μ) := N[βxt + μ, Ω + Σ].



(3.12)



These distributions are the basis for the Bayesian updating of α. In a ﬁrst step, I present the updating rule for a person that observes his productivities in all K occupations. This is clearly infeasible, because in reality a person will only observe his productivity in the one occupation that he has actually chosen. In a second step, I derive a feasible version of the updating rule, reﬂecting the fact that the individual only observes one productivity outcome per period. In the infeasible case, a person at the beginning of period t + 1 has available a complete list of past productivity measurements in all K occupations. Deﬁne this list by Yt , i.e., Yt := {yτ }tτ =1 . Based on this information and given all exogenous observables, the person will compute an expected value of his occupation–speciﬁc ability. Denote this ability expectation by α ˜t+1 := E [α|μ, xt , Yt ]. Then the next proposition explains the trajectoy of α ˜ t+1 . Proposition 1 (Infeasible Posterior Ability Expectation) The Bayesian state–space model described by the equations (3.10) and (3.11) yields the following updating rule for the conditional expectation of α given the history of produc-
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tivity measurements Yt := {yτ }tτ =1 and exogenous observables μ and xt (for t ≥ 1): α ˜ t+1 :=E [α|μ, xt , Yt] −1    yt − yˆt|t−1 , =α ˜ t + P˜t|t−1 P˜t|t−1 + Ω with the following updating rules:



yˆt|t−1 :=βxt + α ˜t



 −1 P˜t+1|t =P˜t|t−1 − P˜t|t−1 P˜t|t−1 + Ω P˜t|t−1 .



˜ 1 := μ. The initial conditions are P˜1|0 := Σ and α This proposition says that the expected value of ability in period t + 1, α ˜ t+1 , is a linear combination of the expected value of ability in the previous period and the productivity measurement obtained at the end of the previous period (conditional on μ and xt ). As mentioned earlier, the problem with this result is that not all elements of Yt are observed by the individual (and neither by the econometrician), depending on the actual job choice in each period. The vector sequence Yt collects all productivity measurements in all K occupations for all periods until period t. For example, Y1 contains the productivity measurements for all K occupations in the ﬁrst period, i.e., Y1 := {y11 , y21 , . . . , yK1}. However, the individual only gets to choose one occupation and as result only gets to observe his productivity measurement in that occupation. In this example, computing α ˜ 2 according to Proposition 1 would be infeasible because it is based on variables that are not observed. The next step consists of deriving the feasible version of the posterior expectation. For that purpose, I derive the distribution of ability given only the observed components of Yt . A few deﬁnitions are necessary. A person’s optimal (and actual) job decision in period t is denoted, similar to before, kt∗ . By deﬁnition, kt∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K} for each t. Deﬁne by Dt the (1 × K)-vector that selects the kt∗ -th element of yt . For example, if in the ﬁrst period, the individual chooses the second occupation, then D1 = (0 1 0 16



···



0). Denote by



yto the observed productivity element in period t, thus yto = Dt yt . The feasible version of the posterior ability expectation follows from Ansley and Kohn (1983), which is a corollary of Proposition 1. To that end, deﬁne Yto := {yτo }1τ =1 , the history of all past observed productivity measurements. Corollary 2 (Feasible Posterior Ability Expectation) The Bayesian state–space model described by the equations (3.10) and (3.11) yields the following updating rule for the conditional expectation of α given the history of observed productivity measurements Yto and exogenous observables μ and xt (for t ≥ 1): α ˆ t+1 :=E [α|μ, xt , Yto]   o , =α ˆ t + St yto − yˆt|t−1 with the following updating rules: o yˆt|t−1 :=Dt (βxt + α ˆt )    −1 St :=Pt|t−1 Dt Dt Pt|t−1 + Ω Dt



Pt+1|t =Qt Pt|t−1 Qt + St ΩSt Qt :=IK − St Dt . ˆ 1 := μ. The initial conditions are P1|0 := Σ and α Corollary 2 completes the exposition of the model. It provides the values for α ˆ kt in the wage determination equation (3.8), which, with this addition, no longer merely is a generic equation. It can from now on be used to characterize wages comprehensively since it is based solely on variables that are observed by individuals.
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Data



The data used in this paper are the 1979 cohort from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (NLSY). For comparison reasons I deﬁne my variables similar to Keane and 17



Wolpin (1997).



4.1



Data Extract



The NLSY has 12,686 observations of young individuals who were between ages 14 and 21 as of January 1, 1979. The sample used is restricted to white males who were younger than age 16 as of October 1, 1977. The NLSY provides the month and year of birth for each individual and independently asks respondents for their age. Schooling data include whether respondent currently (at time of interview) attends school, what grade is attended and the highest completed degree. Employment data contains the current occupation of respondent, whether or not individual works more than 20 hours in the job, and the hourly rate of pay in the current occupation.9 A person is assigned to the schooling occupation if he currently attends school. An individual is assumed to work in either a blue or white–collar occupation if he has worked more than 20 hours per week in the current job and if he does not currently attend school. Everybody else is assigned to home production occupation. Observations from year 1979 to 1989 have been used. In contrast to Keane and Wolpin (1997) who determine job and education status based on what respondents report on nine equally spaced weeks during the ﬁrst three quarters of the school year (which begins on October 1) I use respondents direct answers to questions about current job and current education based on the interview date. This can be seen as merely shifting the discrete decision period from the school year to the interval between NLSY interviews. However it also bases the deﬁnition of the work and education variables on fewer observations per year and could be more variable over the years. On the other hand, comparing both ways to construct the sample, I do not ﬁnd obvious diﬀerences and the advantage of the method used here is the higher accuracy of answers to questions about current jobs as opposed, for instance, to jobs that a respondent had in week 7 of the ﬁrst quarter of the school year (as used in Keane and Wolpin (1997)). 9



Occupation is based on census codes. For assignment of diﬀerent occupations to blue–collar and white–collar jobs see Keane and Wolpin (1997).
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In this paper I follow a subsample of individuals who were age 16 or less in 1977 and follow them over the years until 1989. This subsample is similar to Keane and Wolpin’s (1997) set of observations, in terms of descriptive statistics. The number of observations decreases steadily because of attrition and eventually because some people never reach ages 24–26 since they were too young in 1977. Rewards in the blue and white–collar occupations were constructed as potential wages based on respondents answers about hourly rate of pay in their current jobs. Those numbers have been multiplied by 40 for the weekly wage and then by 50 for the yearly income. It was then deﬂated by the gross national product deﬂator with 1989 as base year.10



4.2



Descriptive Statistics



Table 1 presents the number of individuals who go to school, work in either a blue– or white–collar job, or chose home production for each age between 16 and 26. Since I am following a ﬁxed set of individuals from age 16 in the year 1979 to age 26 in year 1989 the sample size is ﬁxed over the years. The data reﬂect well the standard predictions of the human capital model. First, school attendance declines with age, from 87% at age 16 to 5% at age 26, with two discrete drops at high–school and college graduation. At age 18, school attendance drops by about 34% and then drops again by 14% when people reach age 19. Most students leave high–school at age 18, some when they are 19. The college drop–out eﬀect can be observed at between the ages 21 and 22 mainly, when the ratio decreases from 23% to 13% and then again to 9% at age 23. This is parallel to Keane and Wolpin’s ﬁndings (1997). Second, individuals select themselves into employment. As people leave high–school they tend to choose blue–collar jobs, a spike can be seen between ages 17 and 19 when blue– collar employment increases from 5% to 23% and then to 30%. The number of individuals working in white–collar jobs appears to pick up at college graduation. It rises from 14% to 33% between the ages of 21 and 24. 10



The GNP deﬂator numbers are from the Economic Report of the President, 2006.
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Table 1. —DISTRIBUTION OF CHOICES BY AGE Choice Age



Observations



School



Blue–Collar



White–Collar



Home



16



87.3



2.5



0.4



9.9



1,267



17 18



82.3 48.4



5.2 23.4



0.8 7.0



11.5 21.2



1,244 1,236



19 20 21



34.6 28.8 23.6



29.6 36.1 37.2



10.5 13.1 13.7



25.2 22.0 25.6



1,225 1,210 1,196



22 23



12.8 8.7



41.7 41.4



20.2 27.2



25.3 22.7



1,181 1,156



24 25 26



6.1 5.7 5.0



42.6 42.8 43.3



33.3 35.6 35.5



18.0 16.0 15.9



832 503 211



Note.—Probabilities (in percent) of choosing one of four occupations (Choice columns) by age. Observations column lists total number of observations by age. White males, age 16–26.



The classiﬁcation of the non–working alternative, home production, as the residual of all other alternatives (not attending school and not working more than 20 hours weekly) makes it a very noisy variable. It peaks at ages 19 and 22, suggesting that staying at home serves as buﬀer for recent high–school or college graduates. The only trend that can be read into it is that after college graduation it starts declining smoothly. To characterize the data further, within and between jobs transition probabilities provide information about persistence, Table 2 provides this evidence. Every number is the percentage of transitions from origin to destination. For example, the transition probability from a blue–collar job in period t − 1 to a white–collar job in period t is 12.0%. All within–job transition probabilities are given across the diagonal whereas the between–job equivalents are the oﬀ–diagonal entries. The diagonal elements indicate that there is a high-degree of persistence or immobility in occupational choice. In terms of in between job transitions, the movement from school to blue–collar occupation (12.8%) dominates the movement to white–collar employment (10.2%). Once individuals choose to work as either blue– or white–collar employees 20



Table 2. —ONE PERIOD TRANSITION PROBABILITIES Choice (t) Choice (t − 1)



Blue Collar



White Collar



School



Home



Blue Collar



69.0



12.0



4.3



14.8



White Collar School



19.8 12.8



63.0 10.2



7.4 64.0



9.9 13.0



Home



28.8



9.9



10.1



51.2



Note.—Probabilities (in percent) of switching occupations between adjacent periods. Columns represent occupation choice in period t, rows show occupation choice in the previous period. White males, age 1626.



the probability of going back to school are rather low (4.3% and 7.4% respectively). The large number of transitions from school to home, 13.0%, is partly a result of the construction of the home variable, which also absorbs individuals that are temporarily out of occupation and looking for a job.11



5



Specification and Estimation



This section lays out how the model presented above can be matched with the data. In doing so, I state all necessary additional assumptions, and I close the model for the purpose of estimation. The Appendix explains in detail the maximum likelihood estimation.



5.1 5.1.1



Model Specification Human Capital Formulation



Individuals are assumed to have four mutually exclusive and exhaustive choices in each period: an occupation in a blue–collar job, an occupation in a white–collar job, schooling, and home production. This distinction is standard in the occupational choice literature. Keane and Wolpin (1997) work with the same categories, in addition they include military 11



In the oﬃcial labor market statistics such individuals are part of the labor force and are counted as unemployed, while in this paper they are, by deﬁnition, occupied in home production.
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service as a job option.12 In accordance with earlier deﬁnitions, this choice set implies that K = 4 and hence k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. The Bellman equation (3.1) illustrates how a person’s lifetime utility depends on his stream of rewards, Rkt . Most generally, as Keane and Wolpin (1997) mention, “rewards contain all the beneﬁts and costs associated with each alternative.” When looked at more speciﬁcally, the meaning of these rewards depends on the value of k, i.e., the respective occupation choice. If an individual chooses to work in either a blue–collar or a white– collar job, then the reward is equivalent to their wage income. If an individual selects either to attend school or to be involved in home production, then the reward simply reﬂects the opportunity costs rather than pecuniary beneﬁts. Blue and White Collar Rewards (k = 1, 2) The reward of an individual who works in either a blue– or white–collar occupation is his wage. According to the wage determination equation (3.8), the wage consists of an exogenous term and a term that depends on a person’s expected ability: ˆ kt , Rkt := wkt = xkt βk + α



(5.1)



for k ∈ {1, 2} and all t. Note that α ˆ kt is given by Corollary 2. The only part that needs to be addressed now is the estimation speciﬁcation of the exogenous regressor xkt and the role of α ˆ kt in the estimation. Regarding xkt , note that x1t = x2t . In accordance with standard Mincer wage regressions xkt includes a constant term, blue– and white–collar experience terms (linear and quadratic), a dummy for whether or not an individual graduated from high–school, and a dummy for whether or not a person graduated from college. The speciﬁcation of α ˆ t requires ﬁxing the conditional distribution. Recall that α ˆ t was 



o , i.e., the expectation conditional on the exderived in Corollary 2 as E α|μ, xt−1 , Yt−1 pected value of the initial prior distribution (3.11), μ, the exogenous regressor xt−1 , and o . The latter two objects the history of all past observed productivity measurements, Yt−1 12



Military service is not considered here mainly because of the low number of observations in the sample.
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are already well–deﬁned, I now specify μ. A person’s ability in blue– and white–collar jobs has conditional expectation μ. I use the NLSY Armed Forces Qualiﬁcation Test (AFQT) score to measure a person’s ability. I assume therefore that αk = μk + νk = πk z + νk , where z represents an individual’s AFQT score. In the data, the AFQT score is taken once for each individual at the beginning of the sample. The interpretation of the AFQT score as an ability measure is not new. Altonji and Pierret (2001) and Lange (2007) use it as a productivity measure that is observed by employees but not by employers. Schooling and Home Production Rewards (k = 3, 4) The reward a person obtains from schooling is modeled following Keane and Wolpin (1997). There are four main components: A ﬁxed consumption value of schooling, university tuition costs, age dependent school attendance costs, and an adjustment cost for returning to school that makes it costly to go back to school when an individual has chosen any of the three other alternatives in the previous period. In detail, the schooling reward function is speciﬁed as R3t := x3t β3 + ε3t = β30 + β31 1{College}t + β32 1{Graduate School}t + β33 Aget + . . . β34 1{16 ≤ Age < 18}t + β35 1{18 ≤ Age < 21}t + β36 {Age ≥ 21}t + . . . β37 1{Re–enter High School}t + β38 1{Re–enter University}t + ε3t



(5.2)



where 1{College}t is a dummy variable indicating that the individual is attending college (in period t), 1{Graduate School}t likewise for graduate school, Aget is the person’s age, 1{16 ≤ Age < 18}t is a dummy indicating that the person is at least 16 years and at most 17 years old, 1{18 ≤ Age < 21}t similarly for a person between the ages of 18 (at least) and 20 (at most), 1{Age ≥ 21}t indicates that the person is older than 20
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years, 1{Re–enter High School}t is a dummy that indicates that an individual attends high–school after not attending it in the previous period, and 1{University}t similarly for university. The reward function for staying at home is simpler and has two main components: A constant term and age dependent adjustment costs. R4t := x4t β4 + ε4t = β40 + β41 1{18 ≤ Age < 21}t + β42 1{Age ≥ 21}t + ε4t



(5.3)



with the indicator variables as deﬁned above. 5.1.2



Model Completion



The last step in preparing the model for estimation is to collect and expose all sources of unobserved heterogeneity. From the perspective of the econometrician there are three sources altogether: productivity shocks (εt ), randomness in the initial prior distribution of job–speciﬁc abilities (ν), and measurement error in the wages (ηt ).



ykt =



Rkt =



⎧ ⎪ ⎨x βk + μk + νk + εkt kt ⎪ ⎩x βk + εkt kt ⎧ ⎪ ⎨wkt = x βk + α ˆ kt + ηkt kt ⎪ ⎩ykt = x βk + εkt kt



for k = 1, 2, for k = 3, 4 for k = 1, 2,



(5.4)



for k = 3, 4,



where α ˆ kt is derived in Corollary (2), εt ∼ N [0, Ω], ν ∼ N [0, Σ], ηt ∼ N [0, Υ], and no serial correlation. The Appendix presents the maximum likelihood estimation of this model.
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Results



The main aim of the empirical part of this paper is to study the speed of learning about occupation–speciﬁc ability and to analyze how individuals’ job transitions are inﬂuenced 24



by ability uncertainty. I do this by running various simulations of my model. The basis for these simulations are the maximum likelihood coeﬃcient estimates. While theses estimates are not the main contribution of this paper, they provide information that supports the validity of the model.



6.1



Parameter Estimates



Table 3 lists the estimates for the two non–working alternatives schooling and home production. In the regression speciﬁcation for the schooling alternative, equation (5.2), the coeﬃcients β31 and β32 represent annual tuition costs for college and graduate school. I estimate their values to be $6,422 and $9,487 for college and graduate school, respectively. The schooling regression also includes penalty terms for individuals who transition from a work alternative back to school. This penalty reﬂects psychological costs as well as the costs associated with recovering depreciated human capital. The penalty for returning to school is high. An individual returning to high–school has to factor in an estimated $17,428 penalty, the equivalent for post high–school education is $14,932. The large penalty for high–school is more likely to reﬂect the psychological burden (there could be a stigma related to being back in high–school) while for the post high–school penalty the human capital depreciation eﬀect seems to dominate. Age eﬀects also inﬂuence individuals’ decision making signiﬁcantly. Young people in high– school derive a positive utility from attending school. I estimate this eﬀect, for students ages 16 and 17, to equal $5,332. This can be regarded as the consumption value of schooling for this particular group of people. For them, there are no realistic non–school alternatives available (for example, because they are expected to ﬁnish high–school or because of mandatory school leaving age laws). This consumption value of schooling is declining with age however. Each year decreases utility by $2,013. The regression for the home alternative as given in equation (5.3) includes a constant term and intercepts for diﬀerent age ranges. According to my results, staying at home comes with a disutility of $10,014 for individuals in the 18–20 age group and a disutility of $11,826 for people older than 20. 25



Table 3. —SCHOOLING AND HOME COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES Occupation Coeﬃcient



Schooling



Home



Tuition costs: College Graduate school Age Age 16-17 Age 18-20



6,422 9,487 -2,013



(1,211) (2,636) (241)



5,332



(965) -10,014 (4,236)



Age >20 Costs of reentering school: High school



-11,826 (4,078) 17,428



Post high–school Constants



14,932 (1,732) 20,085 (1,536)



18,749



(545)



Technology shock standard deviation



16,483



14,223



(762)



(912)



(845)



Note.—Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the reward functions for the schooling and home production alternatives, see equations (5.2) and (5.3). Standard errors in parenthesis.
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Table 4 contains the coeﬃcient estimates for the two work alternatives, blue–collar and white–collar occupation. In the former, the return to schooling is 3.1% while for the latter the value is 8.2%. One additional year of experience increases blue–collar income by 5.8% and white–collar income by 11.4%. The second order experience eﬀects are almost identical, -2.3% and -2.5% for blue– and white–collar, respectively. The cross-occupation experience eﬀects are also non–negligible. One year of white–collar experience increases wages in blue–collar jobs by 1.1%, one year of blue–collar experience raises white–collar wages by 3.2%. The eﬀects of graduating from high–school or college are positive for all occupations, however insigniﬁcant. The initial ability proxy, the AFQT score, provides a return of 5.3% in blue–collar occupations and 7.1% in white–collar occupations. In the model, why would an individual choose more schooling? One reason is to work in white–collar occupations. In those jobs, the educational investment yields a relatively high return. The drawback of choosing schooling is the high cost associated with attending college or graduate school. A key question concerns sorting: Do individuals with relatively high ability select themselves into white–collar jobs while low ability people end up in blue– collar occupations? According to the model the answer is yes. Individuals with higher ability are generally more likely to invest in schooling because they can be conﬁdent to compensate their investment in the long run. High ability individuals are more likely to have a high AFQT score, and as the estimates show, it oﬀers them a higher direct return. Even if they are not aware of their exact ability, because of imperfect self–perception, they gradually learn over time about their ability types. Eventually the wage tends to reﬂect their true ability.



6.2



Within– and Out–of–Sample Fit



The coeﬃcient estimates are the basis for all simulations that follow. Using these estimates I create a simulated sample. All shocks are drawn from their respective distributions, i.e., for the technology shock ε ∼ N[0, Ω] and for the ability shock ν ∼ N[0, Σ]. Individuals’ initial ability expectation were based on equation (3.11). Speciﬁcally, I linked the expected value to the AFQT score by μ = πz, where z is the AFQT score. I simulate 27



Table 4. —OCCUPATION SPECIFIC COEFFICIENT ESTIMATES Occupation Coeﬃcient



Blue Collar



White Collar



Schooling



0.0310



(0.0023)



0.0823



(0.0026)



Blue–collar experience White–collar experience



0.0575 0.0106



(0.0009) (0.0013)



0.0320 0.1135



(0.0007) (0.017)



Own experience squared/100 High school graduate College graduate



-0.0232 (0.0019) -0.0247 (0.0022) 0.0122 (0.0032) 0.0027 (0.0017) 0.0012 (0.0006) 0.0062 (0.0041)



Constants Technology shock standard deviation



3.5811 0.4368



(0.0128) (0.0088)



0.1937 0.4661



Correlation matrix: Blue–collar White–collar



1.0000 0.1876



(0.0510)



1.0000



AFQT Ability shock standard deviation



0.0532 0.3533



(0.0026) (0.0102)



0.0710 0.3742



Correlation matrix: Blue–collar White–collar



1.0000 0.0097



(0.0029)



1.0000



(0.0008) (0.0063)



(0.0025) (0.0095)



Note.—Maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters of the wage equations for the blue– and white–collar alternatives, see equation (5.1).



peoples’ initial ability expectations by randomly drawing z (with replacement) from the original sample.13 All simulations throughout the paper are based on a sample size of N = 500, 000.



Within–Sample Fit Figure 1 depicts how close the simulated job choices (solid lines) are compared to choices that can be observed in the NLSY data set (dashed lines). The vertical line at age 26 indicates the end of the within–sample. The model captures well the actual occupation selection over the ﬁrst ten years of decision making. Keane and Wolpin’s (1997) extended 13



This amounts to sampling from the empirical distribution of z.
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Fig. 1. —WITHIN– AND OUT–OF–SAMPLE SIMULATIONS 90 Actual Simulated 80



70



School



60



Percent



Blue−collar 50



40 White−collar 30



20



10 Home 0



20



25



30



35



40



45



50



55



60



65



Age



Note.—Dashed lines shows probabilities (in percent) of making various occupation choices by age based on actual (NLSY) data. Solid line shows predicted probabilities based on the simulated model. Vertical line at age 26 indicates the end of the within–sample. Number of simulations is 500,000.



model also does a good job at capturing the actual data. However, the contribution of the model presented here is that it provides good within–sample performance with more degrees of freedom. The model here contains less parameters than Keane and Wolpin’s (1997) model. The good within–sample performance is then the ﬁrst evidence that ability uncertainty is a relevant component in explaining peoples’ job choices over time.



Out–Of–Sample Fit The out–of–sample projection from the model is shown in Figure 1 by the development of
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the solid curves past the vertical line at age 26. The quality of this prediction cannot be based on the NLSY sample because it ends after 11 years. A reasonable approximation is given by the Current Population Survey (CPS) data set, which makes it possible to follow the development of the same cohort until age 33, and thereafter, to the extent that cohort eﬀects are limited, the forecast can be compared to nearby cohorts from the CPS.14 These numbers are summarized in Table 5. The CPS predicts that in the 28–31 years age range 38.4% of individuals choose a white– collar occupation versus 46.5% who select themselves into blue–collar employment. The same numbers for the 30-33 and 35-44 age ranges are 41.3% versus 46.0% and 44.9% versus 42.3%, respectively. The model captures these trends reasonably well, in particular white–collar employment follows the CPS numbers closely. For blue–collar occupations, the model traces out a line that is gradually increasing at a decreasing rate (also see Figure 1). It is permanently higher than white–collar employment up to age 58 where the latter begins to dominate. This reversal happens much earlier in the CPS data, in the 35 to 44 age range. This gradually increasing dominance of white–collar occupation is partly due to occupational hierarchy eﬀects. There is a natural upwards mobility in the labor market, blue–collar employees transition into white–collar jobs when they have a certain amount of experience. This component of the actual labor market is not included in the model, which could explain the discrepancy. The question remains why the model predicts that the share of white–collar jobs exceeds the share of blue–collar jobs at all. Mechanically, at the end of the in–sample, at age 26, white–collar occupation is put on a faster growth path, its trajectory is steeper. The question then is not if white–collar employment eventually dominates blue–collar employment, but when. Why does white– collar occupation grow faster? The model suggests that because of the higher returns to experience (and cross–experience) a late transition from blue– into white–collar work can be optimal. The discrepancy between the model and the CPS data in terms of the share of blue– and white–collar employment is also evident in Keane and Wolpin’s (1997) extended model. It is not surprising that due to the ﬂexibility of dynamic models, the 14



The CPS numbers are reported in Keane and Wolpin (1997).
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Table 5. —MODEL PREDICTIONS VERSUS CPS CHOICE FREQUENCIES



Age Range



White Collar NLSY CPS Model



Blue Collar NLSY CPS Model



16–19 20–23



4.7 18.6



6.4 18.7



4.8 17.4



15.2 39.1



26.5 43.2



17.3 39.9



24–26 24–27 28–31



34.8 ··· ···



34.5 34.8 38.4



33.4 34.0 36.6



43.6 ··· ···



47.2 47.6 46.5



44.6 45.2 50.2



30–33 35–44



··· ···



41.3 44.9



37.9 42.3



··· ···



46.0 42.3



51.7 51.5



Note.—Percentage of individuals choosing white–collar or blue–collar employment by age group. NLSY column is based on data extract used in this paper, CPS is based on Current Population Survey as reported in Keane and Wolpin (1997), Model is based on simulation presented in this paper.



in–sample years are simulated quite well, while as soon as the model starts to predict out–of–sample deviations become larger. However, the projections are still better than in static models.



6.3



Speed of Ability Learning



Imperfect self–perception means that people do not know their occupation–speciﬁc abilities. They can learn about them however. Every additional year of work experience reveals a little bit more about a person’s job–speciﬁc ability. Each period an individual forms a reﬁned estimate of his ability based on the most recent information available. Hence, in each period there is also a diﬀerence between a person’s true (unobserved) ability and his most recent ability estimate. How does this diﬀerence develop over time? How quickly does the ability estimate converge to the true ability? The dynamic programming model allows for counterfactual simulation, i.e., an artiﬁcial data set can be simulated based on the parameter estimates presented earlier. Then, true ability αi is quasi–observed while individuals’ period t ability estimates α ˆ it are also available. I deﬁne the ability error to be the diﬀerence between true and estimated ability, 31



mathematically let ˆ it . Δit := αi − α At the beginning of period 1, the initial period, people have not yet learned about their abilities. They form their ability estimate α ˆ i1 solely based on their naive believes. Technically those are described by the initial prior distribution ps (αi |μi ) in equation (3.11). Their ability estimate for αi is hence α ˆ i1 := μi , which was deﬁned in Corollary 2. The ability error in the initial period is Δi1 = αi − μi . People learn about occupation–speciﬁc ability only through work experience. If in the ﬁrst period a person decides to work either in a blue– or white–collar job then he can update his ability estimate at the end of that period. By then he has observed a productivity measurement that he uses to form the updated ability estimate α ˆ i2 . There is no learning if the person chooses schooling or home ˆ i2 or equivalently Δi1 = Δi2 . production instead, then α ˆ i1 = α The ability error only changes with work experience. The goal is to measure the reduction in ability error at increasing levels of work experience. For that I deﬁne the experience– speciﬁc mean square errors MSE0 := Σ∀i Δ2i1 /n, and MSEe := Σ∀i Δ2it · 1{xit = e}/n, where xit stands for total work experience in all occupations and 1{xit = e} indicates that in period t an individual has accumulated e years of experience. For example, MSE5 is the average diﬀerence between true ability and estimated ability over all individual who have ﬁve years of work experience. By deﬁnition, MSE0 is the mean square error for all individuals at the beginning of period 1, i.e., with no work experience. Likewise let the
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mean absolute errors MAE0 := Σ∀i |Δi1 |/n, and MAEe := Σ∀i |Δit | · 1{xit = e}/n. Both concepts quantify how close the predicted value is to the actual value, averaged across the sample. As for the mean square error, the distance used is a quadratic function, which, in eﬀect, measures the change in the variance as t changes. For the mean absolute error, the absolute value function is an alternative to the variance. Table 6 presents evidence on the speed of learning about individuals’ own occupation– speciﬁc abilities. The numbers show the reduction (in percent) of the initial mean square and mean absolute errors after the ﬁrst year of work experience. Mathematically, it shows (MSE0 − MSE1 )/MSE0 and (MAE0 − MAE1 )/MAE0 . There is a substantial reduction in ability prediction error. For example, focusing only on the mean square error, a person whose ﬁrst work experience is in a blue–collar job can reduce his initial blue–collar ability error by 46.0% and because of the correlation between the two work alternatives he can also reduce his white–collar ability error by 29.5%. This is intuitive: Employees are able to reduce their blue–collar ability error more when working in a blue–collar job than when working in a white–collar job (and vice versa). Similarly, while white–collar workers are able to reduce their ability error regarding white–collar jobs by 37.3% they also lower their blue–collar ability error by 30.1%. The table shows that blue–collar employees learn faster than white–collar employees. This is also true for across–job learning rates. One explanation for this result is that in blue–collar occupations there is more to be learned on the job. School does not prepare individuals adequately for blue–collar jobs. School has greater complementarity with white–collar occupation. People who select themselves into white–collar occupation have a better understanding of the skills they need. Their initial ability uncertainty is smaller. As for the mean absolute error results, the numbers are qualitatively similar. An individ-
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Table 6. —SPEED OF LEARNING Occupation Choice Ability error for: MSE MAE



Blue–collar αB αW



White–collar αB αW



46.01 29.54 26.77 15.84



30.06 37.33 16.46 20.65



Note.—Reduction in ability error after one year of work experience. The table shows the reduction (in percent) of the initial mean square and mean absolute errors after the ﬁrst year of work experience. Mathematically, the ﬁrst row is (MSE0 − MSE1 )/MSE0 and the second row is (MAE0 − MAE1 )/MAE0 .



ual with a blue–collar job as ﬁrst ever occupation could decrease his error by 26.8 % and due to the correlation between the two occupations he could also reduce his white–collar ability error by 15.8%. Conversely, white–collar workers where able to reduce their ability error regarding white–collar jobs by 20.7% and regarding blue–collar jobs by 16.5%. A reduction of 46% and 37% in the initial level of imperfect ability self–perception for blue– and white collar, respectively, describes an impressively fast learning process. Individuals start working in occupations and quickly observe how well–suited they are for the task required at their job. This signal about their own productivity might be contaminated by a technology shock, but they are able to ﬁlter out a lot of this noise. At the end of the period, employees have a much better idea of how good or bad they are in that speciﬁc occupation. It follows from the model and results, that the learning curve is not linear. Individuals continue to learn more about their own abilities but at a decreasing rate. Figure 2 traces out learning rates as individuals gain more and more work experience. The model implies that with increasing job tenure the updated ability estimate α ˆ it becomes more accurate and hence the experience–speciﬁc measures MSEe and MAEe get successively smaller and moves away from the initial values MSE0 and MAE0 . To measure this eﬀect, individuals that are considered are those who, after completing high–school, started to work in either occupation for t consecutive periods. As an ex-
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Fig. 2. —CUMULATIVE REDUCTION IN ABILITY UNCERTAINTY OVER TIME 90
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Note.—Figure shows cumulative reduction in initial mean square and absolute error, M SE0 and M AE0 , in percent by level of work experience. Mathematically, the MSE lines depict, for a given occupation, (MSE0 − MSEe )/MSE0 and the MAE lines show (MAE0 − MAEe )/MAE0 , where e is consecutive experience in the given occupation. Total number of simulations is 500,000.



ample, if an individual chooses to work as a blue–collar employee for ten years in a row (conditional on high–school), by how much does he close the gap between true ability and estimated ability? Figure 2 illustrates this reduction in ability error. It shows for every experience level the cumulative reduction in initial mean square and absolute error, MSE0 and MAE0 , in percent. In this ﬁgure, experience is consecutive experience in one job, i.e., without ever choosing a diﬀerent occupation. Note that the sample of individuals considered is diﬀerent from the one that was used to generate Table 6. In the latter, individuals between the ages of 16 and 26 are considered 35



when they enter the job market for the ﬁrst time. Here, only people who begin to work right after they graduate from high–school are included. This sample is much more self– selected because it puts strong restrictions on the chosen group. Individuals who work in blue–collar jobs reduce their initial ability error faster than their white–collar counterparts. Especially in the early career the gap is large. Looking at the convergence of the mean square error, blue–collar workers reduce it by 42.1% in the ﬁrst year whereas white–collar workers only by 19.1% (based on 60,849 and 15,271 observations respectively). To cross the 50% mark, blue–collar employees need two years while white–collar employees require three years. At 20 consecutive years of experience in one given occupation, blue–collar workers were able to reduce initial ability error by 88% and white–collar workers by 80% (based on 1174 and 537 observations respectively). The fact that the learning curve is increasing at a decreasing rate is intrinsic to the model. Technically, the learning rate is pinned down by the coeﬃcient λt in Proposition 1.15 Figure 2 illustrates how long it takes to phase out any uncertainty about own abilities. Even after 20 years there is still a 10% gap between the subjective perception of ability and the true ability. If anything, this highlights the degree to which technology shocks contaminate productivity measurements. They are the only component of productivity that prevent individuals from learning about their exact ability. In terms of the mean absolute error, blue–collar workers reduce the value by 24.0% in the ﬁrst year while white–collar workers merely by 7.4%. Blue–collar employees need eight years to cross the 50% line while white–collar employees require twelve years. After 20 consecutive years of work experience in a single occupation, blue–collar workers were able to reduce initial ability error by 67% and white–collar workers by 56%.



6.4



Counterfactual Transition Probabilities



The gradual process of learning about own ability has implications about the validity of the standard Roy (1953) model. The Roy model assumes perfect self–perception under 15



Lange (2007) points out the role of λt more comprehensively. Although his learning process is in a diﬀerent context, the meaning of the coeﬃcient λt is comparable.
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which individuals are able to select themselves into the jobs in which they have comparative advantage. If self–perception is imperfect, then selection might be suboptimal. Over time, with learning, the selection process should converge closer to what a standard Roy economy would have predicted. A ﬁrst indication of this phenomenon is documented in Table 7. It is the simulated version of Table 2, which listed the probability of switching from one occupation choice in the previous period to another one in the current period based on the sample data. Table 7 compares these transition probabilities for two diﬀerent simulated models. Numbers in bold refer to a counterfactual simulation that assumes perfect self–perception. For this purpose the job choices are simulated setting α ˆ it = αi at all periods, i.e., there was no ability estimation error, individuals compute their wages based on their true ability. All other numbers refer to the original simulation with imperfect self–perception. For example, the probability to be in a blue–collar occupation when in the previous period a person also worked in a blue–collar occupation is 61.6% based on the original simulation. The same number for the counterfactual simulation is 79.6%. This implies that in the presence of perfect self–perception the blue–collar persistence increases by 18 percentage points. The change in persistence is even more marked for white–collar jobs, it rises by 19 percentage points. In the counterfactual model individuals are also more certain about their schooling choices, 71% remain in school as opposed to 56% in the original simulation. As for home production, persistence decreases by 5 percentage points from 49.2% under perfect self–perception. An almost 20 percentage points rise in persistence for the two work–alternative highlights the important role of imperfect self–perception in the decision making of individuals. Job transitions could be reduced by a considerable degree if individuals had a better understanding of their own occupation–speciﬁc abilities. Persistence in the working alternatives is expected to increase in the counterfactual model because in the absence of ability error individuals need to deal with one less source of uncertainty. Only technology shocks lead people to re–adjustments. People know ex–ante their outcome in the ability space and can thus optimize conditional on this knowledge. This carries through to their entire
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Table 7. —COUNTERFACTUAL TRANSITION PROBABILITIES Choice (t) Choice (t − 1)
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Note.—Bold rows represent counterfactual simulation, regular rows are based on original simulation. Counterfactual simulation assumes perfect self–perception, original simulation based on imperfect self–perception. Probabilities (in percent) of switching occupations between adjacent periods. Columns represent occupation choice in period t, rows show occupation choice in the previous period. Individuals age 16-26.



state–space over all T periods. Imperfect self–perception is able to explain the stylized fact that job mobility among young adults is high. It is also consistent with the observation that the probability of changing occupations decreases with job tenure. I hence add another reason to the literature that deals with the job switching phenomenon. My results also quantify the disruptive eﬀect of imperfect self–perception on job transitions. This ﬁnding links this paper to the vast psychological literature that focuses on educating people about their own preferences.16 A practical policy implication that comes out of this study is that high–schools should emphasize more on career counseling of young people. In fact, career advice is important at all levels of education, also at college and university. 16



Betz (2000) summarizes self–eﬃcacy theory and describes its applications in the study of career choice and development.
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7



Conclusion



My paper makes four contributions to the literature. First, I develop a job matching model in an applied dynamic programming context. People are uncertain about the quality of a match. A worker receives, at the end of each period, a noisy measurement of his productivity. Productivity depends on exogenous observables, job match, and a technology shock. The job match is not fully observed by the worker. However, receiving a productivity measurement is partially revealing about the quality of the match. This is the basis of a prior distribution that the worker forms about his match. Over time, after obtaining several such measurements, the he can ﬁlter out an increasingly precise estimate of the match. Second, I estimate the model using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth. I exploit the fact that workers in my model are Bayesian learners: They have available a history of productivity measurements and use the Kalman ﬁlter to update their believes regarding the job match. The main complication in the maximum likelihood estimation is that the econometrician does not observe the productivity measurements. I present a feasible estimation strategy by linking (unobserved) productivity measurements to (observed) wages. I modify the standard textbook Kalman ﬁlter to account for this dependence between unobserved and observed variables. Third, based on the coeﬃcient estimates, I simulate my model in order to validate its predictive accuracy. I compare the model’s out–of–sample predictions to actual data from the Current Population Survey. I ﬁnd that my model exhibits excellent within–sample and out–of–sample performance. My model predicts well the fraction of workers, at a given age, who work in a blue–collar job, a white–collar job, attend school, or engage in home production. Fourth, I compute various counterfactual simulations. In order to determine the eﬀect of job matching on workers’ choices, I compare a baseline simulation in which people are subject to match uncertainty to a counterfactual simulation in which people are assumed to know their match perfectly. I ﬁnd that job persistence decreases because of uncertainty.
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The probability of switching occupations doubles from about 20% to 40% if workers are uncertain about their match. This result is consistent with the idea that uncertainty leads people to make job choices they otherwise would not have made. Workers whose match deviates too much from their prior distribution ﬁnd it optimal to change jobs as soon as they observe the ﬁrst productivity measurements. In the case of the counterfactual simulation, the prior distribution reﬂects a person’s match perfectly. Job transitions due to an unexpected job match shock are hence not possible. In a diﬀerent set of counterfactual simulations I study the speed of the learning process. Whenever a worker gains one more year of work experience he receives a new productivity measurement that is used to update his own beliefs about his job match. In the simulation it is possible to compare workers’ beliefs about their job match to the actual ones. I ﬁnd that after the ﬁrst year of work experience, people are able to reduce the gap between what they believe their job match to be and their true job match by 46% in blue–collar jobs and by 37% in white–collar jobs. There is also the possibility of cross–occupational learning. If a person works in a blue–collar job they can reduce their match error for white–collar jobs by 29%, while from white–collar to blue–collar the learning rate is 30%. This paper implicitly assumes that the speed of learning about job match depends only on the occupation. Individuals in the same occupation all have the same speed of learning. While it is not feasible to allow for individual speciﬁc learning rates it would be interesting to introduce diﬀerent speeds of learning across ability quantiles. With this extension it would be possible to address the question as to whether higher able people also learn faster. Another restriction in this paper is the focus on only two work alternatives. This is due to computational reasons. Other than that there is no hurdle to doing the same analysis with any number of occupations. Meinecke (2007) relaxes the above restrictions. I overcome the computational limitations by focusing on a panel data quantile regression estimation. Another limitation of the present model is the absence of strategic decision making. In my model, wages are based on expected productivity which in turn depends on certain exogenous variables (or signals). Strategic employees could consider manipulating wages by sending misleading signals. Kim (2006) presents an econometric model for such
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signaling games. Also, I assume that employers play a passive role. This can be justiﬁed by assuming a complete and symmetric information distribution, so that both employees and employers base their calculations on exactly the same variables. Even in the absence of strategic decision making, this seems restrictive. The assumption of non–strategic decision making is inherent to traditional human–capital models—it is rooted in Mincer’s (1974) original speciﬁcation.
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